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Abstract. This paper discusses the extension of the ‘three-ion’ species ICRF technique for 
heating mixture plasmas using fast injected NBI ions as resonant ‘third’ species. In this scenario 
the ICRF power is absorbed by the fast beam ions in the vicinity of the mode conversion layer 
where the left-hand polarized RF electric field E+ is strongly enhanced. The ions in the beam 
velocity distribution that have a Doppler-shifted resonance close to the mode conversion layer 
efficiently absorb RF power and undergo acceleration. We show first experimental observations of 
ICRF heating of D-NBI ions in H-D plasmas in JET with the ITER-like wall. In agreement with 
theoretical predictions and numerical modelling, acceleration of the D-NBI ions in this D-(DNBI)-H 
scenario is confirmed by several fast-ion measurements. An extension of the heating scheme 
discussed here is acceleration of T-NBI and D-NBI ions in D-T plasmas, offering the potential to 
further boost the Q-value in future D-T campaigns in JET.  
 
1. Introduction 
Plasma heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
(ICRF) is widely used in magnetic confinement fusion 
research. The fast magnetosonic waves excited in the 
plasma by the RF currents on the antenna strap(s) can 
undergo a large variety of collisionless interactions, both 
with ions and electrons [1]. Strong wave-particle 
interaction is possible when the wave frequency matches 
the Doppler-shifted cyclotron frequency or one of its 
harmonics of the plasma ions: 
 
ω = n ωcs + k||v|| (n = 0, ±1, ±2, …).              (1) 
 
 Here, ω is the angular frequency of the magnetosonic 
wave, ωcs = |qs| B/ms the local cyclotron frequency of 
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 particle species ‘s’ with charge qs and mass ms, k|| is the 
wavenumber and v|| the particle velocity parallel to the 
confining magnetic field. A review of traditionally used 
ICRF scenarios is given in [2-4], and recent advances in 
physics and technology of ICRF are summarized in [5]. 
  
 The electric field associated with the fast 
magnetosonic waves in the plasma can be written as the 
sum of a component rotating in the sense of the ions 
(left-hand polarized E+), and one rotating in the opposite 
direction (right-hand polarized E–). The RF power Pabs 
absorbed by the ions at the nth harmonic is given by 
 
          (2) 
 
with   the component of the wave vector perpendicular 
to the magnetic field, ρL the Larmor radius of the 
resonant ion and n the harmonic number of the cyclotron 
frequency. Jm is the Bessel function of the first kind and 
mth order. For fundamental heating (n = 1), wave 
absorption by thermal and moderately energetic particles 
(energies of a few hundred keV) is to first order 
determined by the left-hand polarized component E+, i.e. 
Pabs ∝ |E+|2, while the contribution to power absorption 
due to E– is negligibly small. Indeed, for these ions 
 resulting for n = 1 in 
and . 
For more energetic ions, typically in the MeV-energy 
range (such that  is no longer negligibly small), the 
situation is more complicated and both the RF-field 
components E+ and E– contribute to wave absorption.  
  
 The parallel velocity needed for resonant interaction 
by ions with waves with an angular frequency ω follows 
from Eq. (1): 
 
v|| = (ω – n ωcs)/k||                          (3) 
 
This condition can be locally fulfilled for thermal ions 
(low v||) if the wave frequency closely matches with one 
of the ion cyclotron frequencies ω = n ωci (n = 1, 2, …). 
Larger values of the difference ω – n ωci, require higher 
values for v||. This condition alone is not sufficient for 
efficient power absorption by the ions. Indeed, as 
follows from Eq. (2), the local E+ component needs also 
to be sufficiently large and this is the case at the ion-ion 
hybrid resonance / L-cutoff pair located in between the 
resonance layers of the two main plasma species. In what 
follows we will call this pair of layers the Mode 
Conversion (MC) layer (see Fig. 1). 
  
 In the case of minority heating, where the 
concentration of one of the two ion species is typically 
a few percent, this MC layer is located rather close to the 
resonance of the minority species, and thermal minority 
ions can then profit from the large E+ associated with this 
layer to efficiently absorb power from the injected 
magnetosonic waves. However, if the concentration of 
the minority species becomes larger (typically 
~ 10-20%), the MC layer moves radially outward, away 
from the minority cyclotron resonance. As a result, 
thermal ions can then no longer reach this layer and 
instead dominant electron absorption takes over. 
  
 There is an alternative way to achieve dominant ion 
absorption under such conditions: extend the plasma 
composition beyond two thermal ion species only and 
provide an additional population of ions that resonantly 
absorb RF power close to the MC layer. Two 
possibilities to do so follow immediately from Eq. (1). 
First, by adding a third ion species to the plasma with a 
different Z/A value than that of the two main ions such 
that (Z/A)2 < (Z/A)3 < (Z/A)1. Such ‘three-ion’ ICRF 
scenarios have been theoretically developed in [6, 7], 
and later confirmed in dedicated JET and Alcator C-Mod 
experiments [8]. 
 
 
Fig. 1: Typical dispersion curve (hot-plasma 
approximation) for the fast magnetosonic wave in 
a mixture plasma, without (blue dotted line) and with 
a population of fast beam ions (red solid line). The 
position of the mode conversion layer between the ion 
cyclotron layers ω = ωc1 and ω = ωc2 can be controlled 
by adjusting the plasma composition. In the presence of 
fast ions (injected NBI ions, fusion-born alphas, etc.), 
efficient absorption of ICRH power occurs in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the mode conversion layer 
(red dashed line). 
 
 The second option relies on using fast ions with 
sufficiently large parallel velocities to make use of the 
Doppler-shift term k||v|| in Eq. (1). Indeed, for such fast 
ions the condition for resonant wave-particle interaction, 
Eq. (1), is fulfilled at a different radial location than for 
thermal ions. The radial separation between the resonant 
layer for the thermal ions ω ≈ ωci and that for the fast 
ions ω = ωci + k||v|| is given by 
 
ΔRfast ≈ ntor × v||,fast/ω,                         (4) 
 
where ntor is the toroidal wave number in the antenna 
spectrum (k|| ≈ ntor/R). In this case, the Z/A value of 
resonant fast particles does not necessarily have to differ 
from that of the main plasma ions, (Z/A)1 and (Z/A)2. Fast 
ions provided by the neutral beam injection (NBI) 
system are a natural choice for such particles. Remark 
that the same physics applies to energetic ions born in 
various fusion reactions (e.g. 4He ions from D + T and 
D + 3He reactions). They can therefore also effectively 
absorb RF power in the vicinity of the MC layer in 
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 mixture plasmas. Absorption of ICRF power by alpha 
particles in D-T plasmas is well-known and has been 
studied earlier, see e.g. Fig. 4 in Ref. [9]. 
  
 Note that the Doppler-shifted ion cyclotron 
absorption by D-beam ions in D plasmas was earlier 
reported on JET [10, 11]. In those experiments there was 
no MC layer present in the plasma, and the double-pass 
absorption was computed to be 5–15% [11]. Although 
upon crude inspection the two techniques look rather 
similar, the heating scenario reported here is in two 
aspects fundamentally different, as (i) a mixture plasma 
is used with a well defined plasma composition such that 
(ii) the fast beam ions can profit from the large E+ 
located close to the MC layer resulting in a greatly 
enhanced double-pass absorption (> 80%). 
2. Three-ion ICRH experiments using 
fast beam ions as resonant particles: 
experimental conditions 
 To test the possibility of ICRH absorption by fast 
beam particles in the vicinity of the MC layer, a number 
of dedicated pulses were performed in H-D plasmas with 
various values for the isotopic H/D ratio in JET with the 
ITER-like wall (ILW).  
 
 
Fig. 2: Tokamak poloidal cross-section with the location 
of the ion cyclotron resonance layers for thermal D ions 
for JET pulse #91256 (B0 ≈ 2.9T, Ip = 2MA, f = 25MHz). 
The computed locations of the mode conversion layer in 
H-D plasmas are also shown for X[D] = 15% and 
X[D] = 30% (ntor = 27 and X[9Be] = 0.5% assumed). The 
reported synergetic ICRF +NBI scenario relies on wave 
absorption in the vicinity of the mode conversion layer 
by NBI-injected fast D ions through the Doppler-shifted 
fundamental ion cyclotron interaction ω = ωcD + k||v||. 
  
  
 The operational conditions for the experiments 
described here were as follows: H-D plasma with 
X[D] ≈ 10–15%, B0 ≈ 2.9T, Ip = 2MA, ne0 ≈ 4×1019 m-3, 
dipole antenna phasing at f = 25MHz. The location of the 
ion cyclotron resonances for those operational 
parameters is shown in Fig. 2. 
  
 The JET tangential D-NBI injectors (v||/v ≈ 0.62) 
were used at an acceleration voltage of E0 ≈ 100 keV. 
This defines the maximum parallel velocity 
  in the slowing-down distribution of 
the injected beam ions, and beam particle velocities 
range thus from  to thermal ion velocities. 
Taking into account that the spectrum for dipole phasing 
of the ICRH antennas in JET shows a maximum for the 
toroidal wavenumber ntor = 27 and that the fastest D-NBI 
ions have a characteristic Doppler shift ΔRfast ≈ 35-
40 cm, (Eq. (4)) we thus choose the value for the toroidal 
magnetic field and ICRH frequency such that the ion 
cyclotron resonance layer for thermal D ions is located at 
Ric,D ≈ 2.6 m, i.e. about 40 cm from the magnetic axis 
towards the high field side (HFS). The cyclotron 
resonance of H ions is then located at Ric,H ≈ 5.2 m, i.e. 
outside the plasma at the low field side (LFS).  
  
 H-D mixture plasmas with various isotopic 
compositions can be used to realize the D-(DNBI)-H 
scenario. We recall that in our experiments D 
concentrations can be used up that value for which the 
outward shifted position RMC of the MC layer is 
‘overshooting’ the Doppler shifted resonance position of 
the fastest beam ions in the distribution. In other words, 
the useful D concentrations in the plasma have to be 
such that the following condition is fulfilled: 
 
       RMC  Ric,D + ΔRfast                                  (5) 
 
 For every percent increase in the D concentration in 
the plasma, the L-cutoff and the ion-ion hybrid 
resonance layer shift to the LFS by about 2.8 cm and 
2.2 cm, respectively. The position of the MC layer in H-
D plasmas can thus be approximated as 
RMC ≈ Ric,D × (1 + X[D]). Combining this with Eq. (5) 
then leads immediately to the following estimate of the 
upper limit of the concentration for the D ions: 
 
                     X[D] ΔRfast/Ric,D                                  (6) 
 
 For the experimental parameters in the experiments 
reported here, this yields X[D]max≈ 15%. At higher 
D concentrations X[D] > X[D]max (e.g. 30% as also 
indicated in Fig. 2), the MC layer shifts further to the 
LFS and the separation between the ω = ωcD and the MC 
layer becomes too large. Since for such conditions no 
beam ions have parallel velocities that allow them to 
resonate at the MC layer, electron damping through 
mode conversion becomes dominant. Maximizing 
absorption by fast NBI ions (and thus minimizing 
electron absorption) under those conditions is still 
possible, but requires higher NBI injection energies 
and/or ICRH operation with larger dominant k||. 
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  For the calculation of the location of the MC layer 
and optimal plasma conditions we have to take into 
account the total concentration of D ions (thermal and 
beam ions). For the described experiments, the fraction 
of fast D-NBI ions in the plasma core was ranging 
between 2% and 4%. The presence of those ions 
modifies the fast wave dispersion as shown by the red 
solid curve in Fig. 1. The corresponding radial profile for 
the ICRF power absorption (red dashed line in Fig. 1) 
shows that RF power is absorbed by the fast ions in the 
vicinity of the MC layer. It is important to realize that 
the D-NBI injectors not only provide a seed of resonant 
fast ions, but also contribute to the H-D plasma ratio, via 
thermalized D-ions. This means that the proposed 
ICRF + NBI heating technique can also be applied for 
heating nearly pure H plasmas, where the necessary D 
ion concentration is provided by the thermalized fast 
ions from D-NBI injection. 
 
3. Experimental results  
 
 Figure 3 shows the waveforms for JET pulse #91256: 
(a) NBI and ICRF power, (b) the temporal evolution of 
the central electron temperature Te0, (c) plasma stored 
energy Wp, (d) the neutron rate and (e) the number of 
gamma-ray counts with Eγ = 3.37 MeV from one of the 
channels of D + 9Be nuclear reactions. 
  
 The edge isotopic ratio H/(H+D) in this pulse varied 
between 0.92 and 0.90. At t = 7.5 s, about 3.5 MW of 
D-NBI power (obtained using two tangential PINIs) is 
injected into the plasma, resulting in central electron 
temperatures Te0 ≈ 2.0–2.2 keV, and plasma stored 
energy Wp ≈ 1.05 MJ (∆Wp/∆PNBI ≈ 0.13 MJ/MW). At 
t = 9.0 s, 2.5 MW ICRF power (dipole phasing at 
f = 25 MHz) is coupled to the plasma. 
  
 As soon as the ICRH system is switched on, the 
central electron temperature increases up to 
Te0 ≈ 4.0 keV and the plasma stored energy reaches 
Wp ≈ 1.45 MJ (∆Wp/∆PICRH ≈ 0.15 MJ/MW). While the 
increase in plasma stored energy per MW of injected 
NBI or ICRF power is similar, the ratio ∆Te0/∆Paux is 
significantly higher for the ICRH +NBI heating phase, 
namely 0.64 keV/MW vs. 0.27 keV/MW. 
 
 Figure 4 shows the electron temperature profile 
during various heating phases of the pulse and shows 
clearly the difference between the Te profiles obtained 
during application of NBI-only (rather broad power 
deposition) and during the combined ICRH +NBI 
heating phase. It clearly shows that the ICRF scenario 
discussed here provides a rather localized core plasma 
heating. 
  
 The stabilization of the sawtooth oscillations is a first 
clear indication for the presence of fast particles due to 
synergetic ICRH+NBI acceleration: from sawteeth with 
periods Tsaw ≈ 0.11s during the NBI-only heating phase 
of the pulse (t = 7.5–9.0 s) to Tsaw ≈ 0.53s during the 
combined 2.5MW ICRH + 3.5MW NBI heating phase 
(t = 9.0–11.5 s). Further confirmation of synergetic 
ICRF+NBI acceleration of the D-beam ions follows 
from the large increase in the neutron yield (panel (d) in 
Fig. 3) and from measurements of gamma rays with 
energy Eγ = 3.37 MeV, resulting from nuclear reactions 
between 9Be nuclei and D particles (panel (e) in Fig. 3). 
The minimal fast D energy needed to observe gamma 
rays from the 9Be+D reaction is ~500keV [12]. The 
modulation in both signals is due to the expulsion of the 
fast particles from the centre associated with the 
sawtooth crashes. 
  
 
Fig. 3: Evolution of various parameters in JET pulse 
#91256 (B0 ≈ 2.9T, Ip = 2.0 MA, f = 25 MHz, dipole 
phasing, H/(H + D) ≈ 0.90): (a) auxiliary heating power 
(NBI, ICRH and NBI+ICRH); (b) central electron 
temperature Te0; (c) plasma stored energy Wp; (d) neutron 
rate; (e) number of gamma-ray counts with 
Eγ = 3.37 MeV, produced in one of the channels of the D 
+ 9Be nuclear reaction. With 2.5 MW of coupled ICRH 
power a population of energetic D ions is generated in 
the plasma as confirmed by the sawtooth stabilization 
and the increase in the neutron yield and gamma-ray 
measurements. 
 
 The determining role of ICRH for accelerating D 
particles to high energies is further illustrated in the 
second phase of the discharge (t = 12–15s), where the 
coupled ICRH power was reduced to 1.3MW and the 
NBI power was increased to 4.9MW, in order to keep the 
total heating power approximately constant. This led to a 
shorter sawtooth period (Tsaw ≈ 0.25s) and a reduced 
number of gamma ray counts. 
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 4. Comparison with earlier results 
obtained in D-3He plasmas 
 
 Acceleration of fast D beam particles in plasma 
mixtures was already seen before in D-3He discharges on 
TFTR and JET [13–15]. In JET pulse #55712 the plasma 
consisted of ~25% 3He and correspondingly 40-50% D 
[14]. The applied magnetic field was 3.45 T and the 
ICRH frequency f = 33 MHz. As a result, the distance 
between the ion cyclotron resonance layers of thermal D 
and 3He ions is about 80 cm. The MC layer in this D-3He 
plasma shifts towards the HFS over about 1.6cm for 
every percent of added 3He. A concentration of about 
25% 3He thus locates the MC layer close to the plasma 
centre, at nearly the same distance of about 40 cm from 
both the D and 3He cyclotron layers.  
 
 
Fig. 4: Electron temperature profiles for JET pulse 
#91256 during the ohmic, NBI-only and ICRH+NBI 
heating phases, averaged over a 1s time interval. The 
dashed vertical line corresponds to the location of the 
magnetic axis. With 3.5 MW of D-NBI power Te0 
increases from 1.5 keV to 2.2 keV (∆Te0/∆PNBI ≈ 
0.2keV/MW). By adding 2.5MW of coupled ICRH 
power, Te0 increases further up to 3.8keV (∆Te0/∆PICRH ≈ 
0.65keV/MW) and centrally peaked temperature profiles 
are achieved. 
 
 Taking into account the beam injection parameters 
(E0 ≈ 120 keV) and dominant k|| value in the antenna 
spectrum (dipole phasing) of the earlier experiments, we 
find that the resonance layer for the fast D-NBI particles 
is shifted over about 40cm towards the LFS. Thus, it 
coincides with the MC layer, creating the necessary 
conditions for efficient synergetic acceleration of D-NBI 
ions with ICRH. That this is indeed the case is illustrated 
by the strong increase in the neutron yield and long 
neutron decay times when a blip of D-NBI injection is 
applied (see Fig. 5, red lines in the bottom panel). 
  
 In pulse #55714, for otherwise similar conditions, 
3He ions were replaced by the same amount of 4He ions. 
As illustrated by the blue dotted line in the bottom panel 
of Fig. 5, the D-4He plasma shows a strongly reduced 
neutron rate and much faster neutron decay. The decay 
time of the neutron rate in #55714 is consistent with the 
slowing down time for 120keV D-NBI ions [14], 
indicating no extra acceleration of D-NBI ions with 
ICRH in D-4He plasmas, in contrast to the D-3He case 
(#55712). Indeed, D and 4He ions have the same 
(Z/A) = 1/2 and thus there is no MC layer in the plasma 
and no local amplification of the E+ field. In fact, pulse 
#55714 is very similar to the discharges studied in 
[10, 11], and highlights that fundamental ICRH heating 
of beam ions can be made significantly much more 
efficient in plasmas with a purposely chosen particle 
composition. 
  
 
Fig. 5: Time evolution and comparison of various 
plasma signals from JET pulse #55712 and #55714 
(adapted from Fig. 21 of Ref. [14]). The plasma in 
pulse #55712 consisted of a mixture of D with ~25% of 
3He; in pulse #55714 3He ions were replaced by 4He for 
otherwise similar conditions. The presence of a MC 
layer in pulse #55712 leads to synergetic acceleration 
of D-NBI ions to high energies. 
 
 This comparison nicely illustrates the key role for the 
presence of the MC layer and choosing the optimal 
plasma mix: the same ICRH power absorption 
mechanism is at work in both the H-D discharges 
reported here and the D-3He discharges discussed 
in [14]. 
 
5. Relevance for D-T operation 
 
 The insights gained from the experiments reported 
here leads to a direct extension for use in D-T plasmas. 
In this section, we briefly discuss how to extend the 
scenario discussed here towards D-T plasmas in a future 
DTE2 campaign on JET. 
  
 The foreseen parameters of the JET T-NBI system 
after the recent upgrade are as follows: Emax = 118 keV, 
power fractions for full-, half- and third-energy 
components 63%, 26%, 11%, respectively [16]. This 
results in an average energy for the injected beam ions 
<ET−NBI> ≈ 80keV and an upper estimate for the effective 
temperature Teff,T = 2/3 <ET−NBI> ≈ 53 keV (the average 
energy and Teff for the actual slowing-down distribution 
of beam ions will be smaller). From Ref. [17] follows 
that the fusion reactivity in D-T plasmas is maximized at 
3TD + 2TT ≈ 330 keV. Thus for plasma temperatures in 
the range Ti ≈ 5–15keV, the optimal temperature for 
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 T and D ions to maximize the fusion reactivity should be 
TT ≈ 150keV and TD ≈ 110keV, respectively. This can be 
realized with appropriate T-(TNBI)-D or T-(DNBI)-D 
heating scenarios in D-T plasmas, as explained below. 
  
 
Fig.6: D-T reaction rate <σ v> in a Maxwellian D 
plasma (TD = 10keV) resulting (i) from the injection of 
a mono-energetic T beam (blue dashed line), and (ii) 
from thermonuclear reactions with a Maxwellian T ion 
population with an effective temperature Teff > TD (red 
full line).  
 
 Figure 6 illustrates D-T <σ v> values computed using 
as an approximation for the accelerated tritium beam 
particle distribution (i) a mono-energetic TNBI beam 
(using the injection energy as a characterizing 
parameter) and (ii) a Maxwellian distribution (using the 
tritium effective temperature Teff as characterizing 
parameter). The maximum fusion yield 
<σ v> ≈ 1.4 × 10−21 m3/s is achieved at ET ≈ 200 keV in 
the first case and <σ v> ≈ 0.9 ×10−21 m3/s at TT ≈ 150 
keV in the second case. The real optimum <σ v> value 
should be located somewhere between these two 
extremes.  
  
 From Fig. 6 follows that increasing the energy of the 
injected T-NBI ions by a factor of ~2 should maximize 
the fusion output in such plasmas. Moderate acceleration 
of T-NBI ions can be done in D-T plasmas with 
T concentrations up to ~ 30% at f = 25 MHz and at 
a toroidal magnetic field B0 ≈ 3.7 T or higher. The 
advantage of the proposal here compared to earlier 
tritium minority ICRH experiments in JET [18] is that 
we now make use of more optimal frequencies for the 
JET ICRH system (25 MHz vs. 23MHz) and that the 
plasma mix is closer to the optimal D-T mixture. 
 
 Figure 7 shows 2D TORIC [19] calculations for the 
ICRF power deposition in a D-T plasma with the 
following operational parameters in JET-ILW: 
B0 = 3.7T, f =25 MHz, ntor = 27, ne0 = 6×1019m-3, 
T0 = 5 keV. The concentration of the various ions is 
X[D] = 68%,  X[T] = 30%, X[TNBI] = 5% and 
X[9Be] = 0.5%. The energy distribution of the injected  
T-NBI ions is approximated by a Maxwellian with an 
effective temperature Teff = 55 keV. For these conditions, 
TORIC predicts that most of coupled ICRF power is 
absorbed by the fast T-NBI ions (pabs(TNBI) = 55%) at 
R ≈ 2.6 m, in the close vicinity of the MC layer in the D-
T plasma. 
  
 
 
Fig. 7: 2D TORIC computations of the ICRF power 
absorption for the T-(TNBI)-D three-ion scenario, for a 
D-T plasma containing 30% tritium ions. Off-axis 
absorption of RF power in the vicinity of the MC layer 
will moderate the acceleration of the T-NBI ions, 
favourable to maximize the D-T fusion yield. 
 
 In contrast to harmonic ICRH absorption scenarios 
such as ω = 2ωci and ω = 3ωci that naturally produce 
MeV-range energetic ions, the proposed ICRH technique 
allows a more modest acceleration of the NBI ions in  
D-T plasmas required to maximize the fusion reactivity. 
Moreover, similar to T-minority experiments reported in 
[18], off-axis synergetic ICRF acceleration of TNBI ions 
can also be used. This has the additional advantage to 
reduce the local absorbed RF power density, and is a 
further possibility to prevent excessive acceleration of 
the T-NBI ions in order to avoid ‘overshooting’ the 
maximum in <σ v>. As discussed in Ref. [20], additional 
actuators for controlling fast-ion energies are varying the 
plasma density (Teff ∝ 1/ne2) and concentration of 
resonant ions (e.g. by varying NBI power). Similarly, D-
NBI ions can also be used, accelerating them in D-T 
plasmas through the T-(DNBI)-D heating scenario. The 
proposed ICRF + NBI scenarios offer thus an additional 
tool to maximize the Q-value in the forthcoming DTE2 
campaign on JET and are compatible with the existing 
technological constraints. 
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 6. Conclusions 
 
 Absorption of ICRH power by fast D-NBI ions in 
H-D plasmas can be made very effective by arranging 
the plasma conditions such that the MC layer is located 
in the close vicinity of the Doppler-shifted resonance 
layer of the injected fast ions. This is an extension of the 
three-ion species ICRH technique reported earlier [6–8] 
to convert traditional electron heating scenarios (through 
mode conversion) to effective ion absorption scenarios. 
Synergetic ICRH+NBI acceleration of D-NBI ions was 
also at work in earlier D-3He plasmas [13–15]. 
A promising extension of this ion cyclotron heating 
scheme is to accelerate T-NBI and D-NBI ions, which 
has the potential to further boost the Q-value in future 
D-T campaigns on JET. 
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